The Standard Model predicts a very small CP violation phase sin 2Φ SM Bs ≃ −0.04 in Bs-Bs mixing. Any finite value of ΦB s measured at the Tevatron would imply New Physics. With recent hints for finite sin 2ΦB s , we reconsider the possibility of a 4th generation. As recent direct search bounds have become considerably heavier than 300 GeV, we take the t ′ mass to be near the unitarity bound of 500 GeV. Combining the measured values of ∆mB s with B(B → Xsℓ + ℓ − ), together with typical fB s values, we find a sizable sin 2Φ SM4 Bs ∼ −0.33. Using m b ′ = 480 GeV, we extract the range 0.06 < |V t ′ b | < 0.13 from the constraints of Γ(Z → bb), ∆mD and B(K + → π + νν). A future measurement of B(KL → π 0 νν) will determine V t ′ d .
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been a recent mild revival [1] for the 4 generation Standard Model (SM4). In good measure, this is due to some hint [2] for finite CP violation (CPV) phase sin 2Φ Bs at the Tevatron, which seems to resonate with the unanticipated large deviation between direct CPV asymmetries, observed by the B factories, between charged vs neutral B meson decays to Kπ final states (the so-called ∆A Kπ problem [3] ). The 3 generation Standard Model (SM, or SM3) predicts sin 2Φ SM Bs ≡ arg M 12 ≃ arg (V * ts V tb ) 2 ∼ −λ 2 η ≃ −0.04, where λ and η are parameters of the Wolfenstein parametrization of the 3 generation CKM matrix [4] . However, by its nondecoupling behavior, the heavy t ′ quark is especially suited to make impact on the above b → s processes [5] [6] [7] .
Another reason of the mild revival is in regards electroweak precision tests (EWPT). Some analyses show that even if the oblique parameter T is tuned to 0.232 ± 0.045 in SM4, the quality of the electroweak global fit still deteriorates considerably (∆χ 2 = 6.8, disfavored at the 99% CL) [4] . However, the conclusion arises from the strong prejudice of keeping M H fixed at the same SM3 value of 117 GeV. Several papers [8] [9] [10] demonstrate that, if M H is taken as input variable, as is done for SM3, one could attain fits that are sometimes better than SM3 in some parameter space. Although this issue has recently been reopened [11] , as we are concerned with the flavor and CP front, we will take the EWPT issue just at that: an open question.
A third motivation for taking the 4th generation seriously is the fundamental problem of CPV itself. While the unique CPV phase in SM3 has been verified spectacularly by the B factories, but as exemplified by the hint for sin 2Φ Bs , it may be just a mirage. It is well known that the intrinsic CPV in SM3 falls short of the requirement of the second Sakharov condition by a factor of at least 10 10 . However, as noted by one of us, if one simply extends SM3 to SM4, by being able to replace the rather light second generation quark masses with the very heavy fourth generation masses, the intrinsic CPV in SM4 may jump by 10 15 [12] compared to SM3, and would seem sufficient for generating the matter dominance of the Universe. Although the third Sakharov condition remains an issue, this still elevates the value for the pursuit of the 4th generation. The recent successful collision of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at 7 TeV certainly ups the ante of the search game, be it sin 2Φ Bs , or direct search for the t ′ and b ′ quarks themselves.
Refs. [6, 7] have studied flavor and CPV issues in B, K and D systems. However, m t ′ = 300 GeV was used, qualified by the statement that a change in m t ′ would correspond to some change in the CKM factors, with the gross features retained. With the rising recent interest, and direct search bounds now considerably above 300 GeV [13, 14] , we revisit the flavor and CPV effects of a 4th generation with a higher t ′ mass. Our purpose is not to make a fit, since we deem it premature, and could be misleading. Instead, we more or less follow Refs. [6] and [7] , emphasizing salient features. Also, although we touch upon the still developing measurement of D 0 -D 0 mixing, we avoid incorporating the uncontrolled long distance or hadronic effects such as ∆A Kπ .
In the next section, we will discuss sin 2Φ Bs by comparing ∆m Bs and B(b → sℓℓ), and predict a possibly large deviation from SM3, due to heavy t ′ interfering with t through a nontrivial V * t ′ s V t ′ b . In Sec. III, we give an estimate of V t ′ b , taking into consideration
mixing and EWPT. Taking a nominal value for V t ′ b , a nominal value for V t ′ s is extracted, where critical dependence would be on m t ′ and f Bs . In Sec. IV, adding the constraints of ε K and sin 2Φ B d , we discuss the correlations between B(K L → π 0 νν) and sin 2Φ D , advocating the K L measurement as more critical in determining V t ′ d in the future. We offer a brief conclusion in Sec. V.
II. LARGE sin 2ΦB s ?
The measured CPV phase sin 2Φ
0 modes is consistent with SM, i.e. SM3. However, recent measurements by the CDF and DØ experiments [2] of the analogous sin 2Φ Bs (≡ − sin 2β s ≡ sin φ s ) in tagged B 0 s → J/ψφ decays seem to give a large and negative value that is 2.1 σ away from the SM expectation of −0.04.
Though not yet significant, the central value is tantalizingly close to a prediction [6] based on the 4th generation interpretation [5] of the observed B + vs B 0 → Kπ direct CPV difference. With four generations, the extra CKM product V * t ′ s V t ′ b turns the familiar b → s unitarity triangle into a quadrangle:
The t ′ quark interferes with the top in the box diagram for B s -B s mixing. We will use ∆m Bs , together with the rare decay branching fraction B(b → sℓℓ), which is dominated by the Z-penguin diagram, to constrain the range of
and gain a handle [6, 7] on sin 2Φ Bs . Both the box and the Z-penguin diagrams are quite susceptible to the nondecoupled t ′ effects [15] through V *
The present study explores variations in f Bs and m t ′ .
Since the main source of information is from B physics, we use the convenient parametrization of Ref. [16] for the 4×4 CKM matrix, where the 4th row and 3rd column are kept particularly simple. We list the following elements for sake of later discussions: 
The form of V tb ′ is also more complicated, but V ub = c 34 s 13 e −iφ ub , V cb = c 13 c 34 s 23 , V tb = c 13 c 23 c 34 are simple and close to the usual SM3 parametrization [4] . In the small angle limit, this allows us to take the PDG values for s 12 , s 23 , s 13 , as well as φ ub = φ 3 ∼ = 60
• as inputs, so V ij ≃ V SM ij for i = u, c and j = d, s, b. From (1), one can also express
in terms of r sb and φ sb . The notation of φ sb , φ db and φ ub follows that of Ref. [7] . The formula for ∆m Bs is well known,
Let us first consider the case of m t ′ = 500 GeV. Even though ∆m exp Bs = (17.77 ± 0.12) ps −1 is precisely measured, the error for the current lattice value for f BsB
1/2 Bs
allows a large range for r sb and φ sb , as shown in Fig. 1(a) , where we have taken a recent result of f BsB
1/2
Bs = 266(18) MeV [17] for illustration. For b → sℓℓ decay, we follow the NNLO calculation of Ref. [18] . However, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , here the experimental measurement of B exp (b → sℓℓ) = (4.5 ± 1.0) × 10 −6 [4] has a sizable error, hence also allows a large range [19] in r sb , φ sb .
Comparing Figs • , respectively. If we take the higher value of f BsB 1/2 Bs = 295 MeV, the same value as in the previous study [6] , we then have sin 2Φ Bs , r sb , φ sb = −0.38, 0.010, 61
• . The previous study was for m t ′ = 300 GeV [6, 7] . Though seemingly ruled out by the Tevatron, this mass possibility still needs to be crosschecked at the LHC. Following similar procedures for this case, we find a larger f BsB
Bs value would imply an even stronger sin 2Φ Bs . Taking the central value of B exp (b → sℓℓ), we get sin 2Φ Bs , r sb , φ sb = −0.37, 0.015, 81
• for the f BsB
Bs = 266 MeV case, compared with −0.60, 0.025, 70
Bs = 295 MeV case (which roughly reproduces the result of Ref. [6] ). Thus, if − sin 2Φ Bs is found to be larger than 0.5 or so, then larger f BsB
Bs values would be preferred, and t ′ mass would be likely closer to the current Tevatron bounds. On the other hand, the somewhat elaborate discussion here is in the interest of predicting sin 2Φ Bs when only ∆m Bs is known, which brings in a large uncertainty through f Bs . A future precision measurement would largely bypass the f Bs dependence, and, together with knowledge of m t ′ and improved measurement of B(b → sℓℓ), should allow us good information on V * t ′ s V tb . We summarize our results in Table I . We note that for the 295 MeV case, the central value for r sb (≡ |V * t ′ s V tb |) is considerably larger than for the 266 MeV case. This is because the SM3 value for ∆m Bs is already much higher than the experimental value, hence one would need a larger t ′ effect to compensate and bring it down. Higher r sb , however, will raise the lower bound of |V t ′ b |, which we now turn to discuss. 
III. UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS ON
14, m t ′ = 300 GeV, (11)
Applying the relatively good approximation
These upper bounds are given in Table II 
with λ ds q ≡ V qd V * qs , and the 90% CL bound is from
′ enters the loop, we follow the formulas and ansatz in Ref. [23, 24] ,
where here λ q ≡ V * uq V cq . The first three terms of the first line are the short distance SM3 contributions. But experiment suggest sizable long distance (LD) contributions, since y D is comparable [25] to x D . Indeed, current data is consistent with D 0 -D 0 mixing as due entirely to LD effect. The second line involves both 4th and a lower generation appearing in the box, but even here, there could be LD effects. To allow for these two types of LD effects, we take the purely short distance |V *
e. the last term, and equate it with x exp D , but enlarging it by a factor of 3. We then find
for m b ′ = 260 ± 30 GeV, and
for m b ′ = 460 ± 30 GeV, where we have applied the latest experimental value of x exp D = (9.1 +2.5 −2.6 ) × 10 −3 [25] . The range for m b ′ contains the sample value we would use for illustration.
With these set up, we can now discuss how a lower bound on (7), which is from the parametrization of Ref. [16] , helps in elucidating this effect. With s 14 constrained small while s 24 looming larger, the s 12 s 24 term would likely dominate |V ub ′ | (remember, s 34 is pushed lower, and it is further modulated by s 13 which is the strength of |V ub | ≃ 0.003), while |V cb ′ | ≃ |V t ′ s | ≃ s 24 , hence the ∆m D constraint of Eq. (17) becomes hard to satisfy.
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , we find that when |V t ′ b | drops below 0.06 (0.12) for m t ′ = 500 (300) GeV, the regions allowed by B(K + → π + νν) and ∆m D do not intersect anymore. We conclude that, for f BsB
1/2
Bs = 266 MeV,
for V *
• (see Table I ), and
• , where these are meant as points of illustration only.
For the f BsB
Bs = 295 MeV case, |V * t ′ s V t ′ b | is much larger than the 266 MeV case (Table I) , which aggravates In Ref. [7] , ε ′ /ε was utilized as a constraint, and nonstandard hadronic parameter solutions were found for m t ′ ∼ 300 GeV. But as we allow m t ′ to vary, it becomes apparent that huge hadronic uncertainties preclude the utility of ε ′ /ε in providing a constraint. Instead, it may be more interesting to illustrate the potential impact of a future measurement of K L → π 0 νν, which is dominated purely by short distance. The SM predicts [26] , while the current limit is B exp (K L → π 0 νν) < 6.7 × 10 −8 [27] . The E14 (now KOTO) experiment, however, proposes to conduct a three-year physics run beginning in 2011, to reach of order 10 events if SM holds. Suppose 100-250 events are observed (which would be spectacular), it would imply
. This value is just below the Grossman-Nir bound [28] 
is itself on the higher side of the current experimental central value.
Let us take m t ′ = 500 GeV and f BsB
Bs = 266 MeV for illustration. We plot in Fig. 3(a) the allowed regions for B exp (K L → π 0 νν) ∼ 1 × 10 −9 and ε exp K = (2.229 ± 0.012) × 10 −3 [4] , with B(K + → π + νν) as the broad backdrop (it can be viewed as interfaced with D 0 -D 0 mixing, e.g. Fig. 2(a) ). Again V * t ′ d V t ′ s ≡ r ds e iφ ds . We find two possible solutions of V t ′ d . However, one solution is ruled out by the constraint sin 2Φ
= 0.672 ± 0.023 [29] (see Fig. 3(c) ; note that with φ ub ≃ φ 3 ∼ = 60
• , sin 2Φ
≃ 0.687 is expected), where an improvement of error by factor of 3 is also illustrated. Comparing 3(a) and Fig. 3(c) , the only possible solution is
• . This would in fact complete the 4 × 4 CKM matrix.
As further corollary to the full determination of the 4 × 4 CKM matrix, let us see how the value for sin 2Φ D is correlated with K L → π 0 νν. For this purpose, we parameterize M
and for simplicity, we assume R LD to be real (this may not be a very good assumption because the second type of LD effect in Eq. (15) could involve λ b ′ linearly). This allows, by varying within m b ′ = 460 ± 30 GeV, to find sin 2Φ D ≃ 0.13, and | cos 2Φ D | ≃ 0.99, which are consistent with current data [29] . These values can serve as a corollary for consistency check in the future. But it should be clear that one would need to find a better handle on LD effects. To illustrate a smaller value for B exp (K L → π 0 νν), we take the value of 3 × 10 −10 (still 10 times the SM value) and replot in Fig. 3(b) . Compared with 3(a), it can be noted that the two branches for B exp (K L → π 0 νν) are less symmetric and each less parabolic. This is simply because for Fig. 3(a) , the 4th generation effect is pre-
• | cos 2ΦD| ≃ 0.99 Table IV . A scenario for future measurement of large B(KL → π 0 νν), where
Taking RLD as real, we can get sin 2ΦD and cos 2ΦD once a full 4 × 4 CKM matrix is determined, where we illustrate with a finite range for m b ′ . The left-hand side are inputs.
dominant, hence the allowed lowest r ds value is for φ ds purely imaginary. For the lower B exp (K L → π 0 νν) case of Fig. 3(b) , the top effect matters more, causing some qualitative change. In any case, for the intersection of the allowed regions of B exp (K L → π 0 νν) ∼ 3 × 10 −10 and ε K in Fig. 3(b) , we find
• , and a much smaller imaginary part for λ b ′ = V * ub ′ V cb ′ , hence sin 2Φ D would drop considerably. This can be understood by noting that V ub ′ is now dominated by the second term in Eq. (7), i.e. |s 14 /s 12 s 24 | ∼ 0.14, while V cb ′ is always dominated by the first s 24 term in Eq. (8), hence the large associated phase of φ sb largely cancels. The long distance R LD effect would only further dilute sin 2Φ D . Therefore, we do not quote any value for sin 2Φ D , except that, if B exp (K L → π 0 νν) is on the low side, then one should expect sin 2Φ D to be rather small as well. Note that, as can be seen from Fig. 3(c) , if the central value for sin 2Φ B d remains, but with error reduced by a factor of 3, tension would arise. Thus, future sin 2Φ B d measurement would provide a crosscheck.
We summarize the more spectacular scenario of
, which nearly saturates the Grossman-Nir bound, in 
• −0.06e
which we do not aim at any precision, just to illustrate the m t ′ = 500 GeV case, and compare with the numerical values given 5 years ago in Ref. [7] for the m t ′ = 300 GeV case. As discussed, this is for an optimal value for B(K L → π 0 νν) for the future measurement at the KOTO experiment. If the measured value for B(K L → π 0 νν) is lower, then the strength and phase of V t ′ d would further drop, the details depending also on the intersection with ε K as well as the precise m t ′ value. But the V ub ′ value would be less affected. Note also that B(K + → π + νν) = 2.1 × 10 −10 is a little on the high side compared to current measurement, but not by too much. Of course, if measurement of sin 2Φ D could get ahead of B exp (K L → π 0 νν), information of V t ′ d can also be extracted. But it would depend on our understanding of the LD effects, which appears difficult. From our discussion, we also see that a larger sin 2Φ D value would likely imply a large B(K L → π 0 νν).
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A 4th generation is a very natural extension of the Standard Model, as we already have 3 generations. It is curious why the famed measurement of sin 2Φ B d at the B factories came out consistent with SM3, while there is also the tension in EWPT measurements. However, with the LHC finally starting, we are entering an era where the question of whether there is a 4th generation can be answered once and for all [30] by direct search. This paper surveys the flavor and CPV aspects, focusing on where information may be extracted. For this reason, we have not used the experimentally established ∆A Kπ , nor ε ′ /ε, as these are marred by long-distance or hadronic effects. We did use the ∆m D measurement. Although LD effects also enters, the measured strength still puts a constraint on the combination of |V *
We illustrated with a series of steps on how a full 4 × 4 CKM matrix can be determined, from the present towards the future. We took mainly m t ′ = 500 GeV, • . This leads to a predicted range for sin 2Φ Bs , the measurement of which is of great current interest at the Tevatron and LHC. In turn, once sin 2Φ Bs is measured with suitable precision, it would provide us with a probe of V * t ′ s V t ′ b , although ∆m Bs would still be marred by f Bs , and we would still rely on measurements such as B(b → sℓℓ). Second, R b gives rise to an upper bound of |V t ′ b | < 0.13, and from combining B(K + → π + νν) and D 0 -D 0 mixing, one could extract a lower bound of |V t ′ b | > 0.06. This follows from the assumption that |V * There is insufficient information at present to pin down V t ′ d , but this can be achieved with a future measurement of K L → π 0 νν. Suppose B(K L → π 0 νν) = 10 is found by the KOTO experiment. With the current data on B(K + → π + νν), this is close to saturating the Grossman-Nir bound, so it is probably optimistic. By combining with ε K as a constraint, we get two possible solutions of V t ′ d . Then, taking into account the constraint of sin 2Φ B d (the measurement of which should also improve), this selects out the solution V t ′ d = −0.0032 e −i18
• (again in the parametrization of Ref. [16] ). So, it seems that within a decade, we may determine the complete 4 × 4 CKM matrix.
For the time being, with LHC experiments soon to catch up with the vigorous pursuit of the measurement of sin 2Φ Bs and direct t ′ , b ′ search at the Tevatron, if we consider the uncertainties from f BsB
1/2
Bs and B(b → sℓℓ), sin 2Φ Bs can range from −0.4 to 0. As the t ′ mass bound rises, one expects a weaker, but still negative, sin 2Φ Bs . We see that the critical future measurement beyond sin 2Φ Bs would be B(K L → π 0 νν), which is also purely short distance, and can help us determine V t ′ d . The measurement of sin 2Φ B d by all means should also be improved. The usage of CPV in D mixing, sin 2Φ D , would require knowledge of long distance effects.
Note Added. While writing this paper, similar discussions have also been made by Soni et al. [31] and Buras et al. [32] , with differences in emphasis than our approach. to Zbb couplings
a b = a
• (see Table I ), as motivated by our flavor and CPV analysis. We see from the dashed (red) curve in Fig. 5 that 95% CL is located at s 34 = 0.04 and 0.13, with the lowest χ 2 at s 34 = 0.08 (the lower s 34 value would could trouble through a rather large V t ′ s ). The rise in χ 2 away from s 34 = 0.08 is in part due to fixing |V * t ′ s V t ′ b | at 0.006. But with this treated as external to the fit, the change in χ 2 is not much worse than treating the effect of V t ′ b in the loop but ignoring V t ′ s . Note that the latter affects Z → ss, but this process is hard to separate experimentally.
